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Introduction
Since September 21, 2021, the
Portland Peace Initiative has been
working to provide a framework to
address the community’s
dissatisfaction with public safety,
save lives, and uplift vulnerable
populations.
The Seed and Operational Phase began in
October, 2021 with these objectives:
Conduct numerous small community
‘Listening Sessions’, large community
forum-like conversations called ‘The
Table’ where ideas are collected to
reduce gun violence and other public
safety feedback;
Issue monthly reports of the data
collected from the ‘Listening Sessions’
and ‘The Table’;
Vet community-based solutions
uncovered by PPI’s research so the
underlying organizations can grow and
become even more effective with proper
funding.

There are three types of violence from which
the community of Portland suffers:
1. Community Violence (which includes
guns, gangs, and group violence)
2. Domestic Violence
3. Extremist Violence (which has been
occurring at protests and
demonstrations)
With other organizations and initiatives
addressing the other types of violence, the
Portland Peace Initiative sought only to
address Community Violence.

The purpose of this work was to:
1. Develop a practical lasting framework for
inclusive community engagement;
2. Address gun violence; and,
3. Reimagine public safety in Portland
paying particular attention to
communities of color and other
historically underrepresented groups.

Scatter diagram of shootings in Portland,
2019-2021 reveals and highlights a city-wide
problem. Source: Portland Police Bureau

Our work
so far
What we set
out to
accomplish
Beginning in October, the Portland Peace
Initiative set out to lay the groundwork
for holding numerous small communitywide affinity and identity group ‘Listening
Sessions’ as well as large community
gatherings called ‘The Table’. Community
feedback would be collected monthly.
Reports of the data collected would
identify small grassroots non-profits
which are doing good work to address
gun violence. Once identified, these
organizations would be vetted and best
prepared to receive funding as "shovel
ready" organizations.
The mission of this work was to show
how peace is possible in Portland.
The goal was to begin to develop a
practical, lasting framework for inclusive
community engagement to address gun
violence and reimagine public safety in
Portland paying particular attention to
communities of color and other
historically underrepresented groups. To
accomplish this goal, PPI utilized
professionals from outside the
community with deep experience in
police community development,
mediation and moderation of community
conversations with the goal of ultimately
transitioning to locally trained
professionals as PPI gains more traction
over time.

What it would
take to be a
success
To achieve what we set out to
accomplish would require these steps:
1. A Project plan;
2. A Neighborhood/stakeholder list;
3. A Virtual conversation technology
platform readiness;
4. Development of a public facing
website for data;
5. Research and data collection;
6. Messaging using outreach materials
to media and the community;
7. Commencement of professionally
moderated ‘Listening Sessions’ with
interested local stakeholder groups,
including holding ‘The Table’
community conversations using the
same professional moderators;
8. Issuing preliminary reports of findings
from information gathered from
sessions; and,
9. Publishing a list of community
solutions uncovered so the
underlying organizations can grow
and become even more effective
with proper funding.

Our
Achievements

1

2

Immediately following funding in October, a
detailed, six-month project plan based on
input by community stakeholder leaders was
developed. It outlines all remaining phases of
the Portland Peace Initiative over time, with
the anticipated tasks needed for each
phase, along with estimated budgets. The
Plan is being executed each month
according to tasks and budgets by a team
assembled by Police2Peace which serves as
a vendor to the Portland Peace Initiative.

Concurrent with funding, a detailed list of
stakeholder groups based on input by
community stakeholder leaders was
created, To date, the Stakeholder List
contains the names and contact information
of about 250 stakeholders. These
stakeholders have been organized according
to the 9 tracks of Multi-Track Diplomacy to
ensure that no stakeholder group would be
overlooked.

3
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Project plan developed and
deployed

Community Listening Session
Platform developed, deployed
and 'Listening Sessions' held
Upon initial early seed funding, a proprietary
technology platform was developed
specifically for the purpose of conducing
intimate conversations in a virtual setting
(online). It is currently operational and
delivering online virtual conversations,
processing feedback and cataloging data
collected during those conversations. To
date, about a dozen Community
Conversations have been held on this
platform.

Community stakeholder list
created and employed

'The Table' large group events held,
organizations identified and capacity
built
On November 5, the first 'The Table' event was
held. 'The Table' is a series of large, public events
to which the founders of small, emerging, local,
grassroots organizations doing excellent nonprofit
work to address gun violence are invited to
present. After each event, PPI issued an Interim
Report of companies identified during the event
and what they need to be successful. Three 'The
Table' events have been held, three Interim
Reports have been issued and 50 companies
identified.

Our
Achievements
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Immediately following funding in October,
messaging was developed which is being
used to inform the general public and
stakeholder groups about PPI, its mission
and its goal to develop a community safety
plan centered around how people want to be
served by the police as well as address gun
violence. To date, 14 press releases have
been sent to more than 200 press contacts,
resulting in numerous print stories, radio and
television interviews.

PPI has furthered several police training initiatives.
Advanced Academy: A first ‘community training
day’ of new officers a year ago successfully
inspired and impacted the officers to embrace
the words of ‘lived experience’ from black local
and state leaders Following on that success to
return to a more community policing model, PPB
is once again working to build a community with
officer interaction and improved relationships.
PPI has joined in supporting a second Advanced
Academy scheduled for delivery in March. In
addition, IPAC, PPI, and P2P continue to support
integrating the national C.A.L.M. curriculum into
the State Training Academy and PPB.

Media

7
Research
Upon initial early seed funding, the
development and administration of research
of both the community members who
participate in the listening sessions as well
as the larger Portland metro area began.
Research being collected includes
qualitative and quantitative data which is
being collected in community listening
sessions as well as using survey instruments.
The data is being collected, collated and
prepared to appear on the Public Facing
Website: portland-peace.org.

Police Training
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Partnerships & Alliances
Commencing with the first early seed funding, PPI
undertook a comprehensive effort to develop
partnerships and alliances to strengthen the work
being done to address public safety and curtail
gun violence. PPI currently has partnerships and
alliances with the Office of Violence Prevention,
Mike Myers and his staff at Community Safety
Transition and the Portland Police Bureau among
many others.

Our Recommendations
for The City

1
2
3
4
5

City Declares The Priority
Have the City Council declare that intervening
to stop the violence is their number one
priority and that they will set aside their
differences until the crisis of gun violence has
been addressed with active measures.

City Convenes a Working Session
Convene a City Council working session to hear from
California Partnership for Safe Communities and/or
similar experts on reducing gun violence to brief the
Council on what strategies they recommend to
intervene to stop the violence in Portland.

Employ Evidenced-based Approach
Use an evidenced-based approach to intervening in
gun violence that employs strategies proven to be
effective, such as engaging California Partnership for
Safe Communities with which the City already has a
contract.

City Bureaus Active Engagement
Have the active engagement of all city bureaus in
life-saving initiatives such as the community
listening sessions and ‘The Table’ offered by the
Portland Peace Initiative.

Law Enforcement 'The Table'
Event
Convene a recurring ‘Table’ event of city,
county, state and Federal law enforcement
leaders, as well as city council, and county
council staff and media with the charge to
meet weekly to identify and continuously
recommend immediate action steps to end
violence in Portland and adjoining
communities,

6
7
8
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Enlist the DOJ
Have City Council members reach out to the
US DOJ for program support and ask to
become a part of the Public Safety
Partnership program which coordinates
Federal agencies for cities experiencing high
violence.

Memorial Website
Similar to the Office of Violence Prevention’s
video, launch a separate website that
memorializes all gun violence victim deaths
and shootings detailing when, where who if
known.

Business 'The Table' Event
Convene a ‘Table’ event of business and
community groups to recommend
immediate actions to end gun violence.

Model What Has Worked
Identify the cities in the U.S. today that
have been successful in reducing murder
and violent crime to understand what they
did that worked.
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City Focus on The
Immediate Need
After these initial responses are in place,
City Council members can spend more
time working on long term strategies to
end gun violence—but right now, the
focus must remain on stopping the
blood shed on the streets of Portland.

Our 2022
strategy
Expanding on its initial body of
work, the Portland Peace Initiative
has adopted a Theory of Change
borrowed from the health field.
The Portland Peace Initiative (PPI) is
becoming a community revitalization
program providing a framework to address
the community’s dissatisfaction with public
safety, save lives, and uplift vulnerable
populations. Its innovative approach to
uncertainty, disruption, trauma, and crisis
employs well-studied public health and
public safety models to view its societal
problems through the lens of an approach
known as “Risk and Protective Factors”.

Risk and Protective Factors is an approach
where the risk factors behind the community’s
dissatisfaction with public safety, gun violence
and crime can be identified, and then the
programs and strategies that reduce risk and
enhance the protection of its community
members can be developed and deployed.
The risk and protective factors framework is
based on a concept from healthcare,
specifically developed out of research into
cardiovascular disease, where the protective
factors would be to stop smoking, lose weight,
exercise, and avoid second hand smoke. A
community could employ a similar approach
to address the risk of community social
problems, which is exactly what Portland
Peace Initiative is aiming to do.

Examples include:

RISKS

DOMAIN

PROTECTIONS

Diminished
economic
opportunities

Community
Family
Individual

Coordination of
resources to
revitalize
neighborhoods

Community and
individual trauma

Community
Family
Individual

Fortifying local
community groups
to provide access
to services

Community
Family
Individual

Fortifying local
community groups
to provide access
to services

Chronic exposure
to violence

Underway now, the Portland Peace Initiative is deploying three strategies to identify and
address the community-wide risk factors which lead to social disorganization, crime, and
violence. These three strategies are: Community-wide ‘Listening Sessions’, ‘The Table’, and
Non-profit and For-profit Business Entrepreneurship. Using these strategies, risk factors are
constantly being identified so that matches can be made with protective factors that buffer
against the risks.

Cost of Violence in
Portland 2021-2022
Based on national data, the cost of violence in
Portland per calendar year is estimated as follows:

thru Feb 2022

Estimated cost to
Portland of each injury
shooting

2022 Estimated Cost

$224
million

2021 Homicides cost
Cost

Cost of Homicides

2022 thru Feb 2022
2022 Estimated Cost
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Millions of Dollars

Injury shootings in 2021

$670k

2021 Shootings Cost

Cost of Shootings 2022

332
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400

Total cost to Portland
of injury shootings in
2021
Source: Portland Office of
Violence Prevention

Something needed to be done. While multiple types of violence gripped the US during 2020
and 2021: Community violence in the form of gun-related murders, police-involved conflict
and extremist violence were all at their highest rates in decades. Nowhere was the impact of
violence more evident than in Portland, Oregon which was the epicenter of the 2020 summer
protests over police misconduct, frequent public vandalism, and clashes with law
enforcement. In 2021 fueled by gun violence, cities across the U.S. broke all-time homicide
records as did Portland, with more homicides recorded in 2021 than ever in its history—a
devastating fall from Portland being ranked in 2018 as the sixth most livable place to reside in
the U.S. by US News and World Report.

A needed response
In response to the huge spike in
violence, Portland’s elected officials
were unable to come to consensus and
did little; in 2020, calls were made for
$50 million to be cut from the police
department budget, with that money
supposed to be used for communitydriven initiatives. Ultimately, the City
Council responded by cutting $15
million from the Police Bureau budget
and an additional $12 million was cut
due to pandemic-caused economic
shortfalls.
As a result, school resource officers,
transit police, and a gun violence
reduction team were disbanded. The
Portland Police Bureau currently deploys
fewer sworn officers — 789 — than at any
point in the past 30 years due to budget
cuts, related resignations, and attrition.
This circumstance leaves just one officer
for every 827 residents, far fewer officers
per capita than the authorized national
average. Now, a year and a half later, City
officials partially restored the cut funds,
with the Portland City Council recently
passing a fall budget bump that includes
increasing the current $230 million police
budget by an additional $5.2 million. The
added police spending is occurring after
a year of a record number of homicides,
the City’s greatest police staffing
shortage in decades, and reform
recommendations by the U.S.
Department of Justice.

In response to this crisis, having realized that
little or no reliance could be made on the
city government to fix its problems,
community members organized to develop
an approach which would give them hope for
the future. In Portland, crime issues are
behind dissatisfaction with policing, failing
economic health, and community
disorganization. These issues cripple
communities—but, there was something
Portlanders could do about them: The
Portland Peace Initiative which is laying the
groundwork for identifying and addressing
the community-wide risk factors which lead
to social disorganization, crime, and gun
violence in Portland.
Operationalizing the Three Strategies
The first strategy is to hold numerous small
community-wide affinity and identity group
‘Listening Sessions’. This strategy is
underway now in the form of ‘microcommunity’ listening sessions in as many of
the individual neighborhoods and
stakeholder groups in Portland as possible.
The second strategy being deployed is ‘The
Table’, which is building capacity to reach
small, emerging, local, grassroots
organizations doing excellent nonprofit work
to address the risk factors being identified
from social disorganization, crime, gun
violence, and trauma in Portland.
The third strategy (new) being deployed is
to stimulate non-profit and for-profit
business entrepreneurship and business
ownership for BIPOC entrepreneurs.

Appendix
Community 'Listening Sessions'
Screen Shots

Appendix
'The Table' Screen Shot

Appendix
'The Table' Grassroots
Organizations Project Status
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We thank you for your
ongoing support of
the Portland Peace
Initiative.
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